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HAPPINESS AND PERSONAL MANAGEMENT 

 

1.     The Power of Now – Eckhart Tolle 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. SOLVES THIS PROBLEM: Unhappiness, anxiety, depression 
b. The one book I believe every single person on this planet should read, 

and if that happened I think we would literally live in a world of peace. 
Period. It’s so profound and powerful in so many ways, I can’t stress it 
enough. Just buy this book… right now. Do it. 

c. Here’s a little intro to Eckhart Tolle 

d. #1 Takeaway: If you’re stuck, learn how to “get present to the moment” 
by practicing meditation and your answer will reveal itself to you in the 
present moment. 

e. #2 Takeaway: All pain and suffering is a result of resistance of the things 
you cannot change. 

f. #3 Takeaway: The goal of life is to die before you die and realize there is 
no death. 

g. #4 Takeaway: Life is just a series of present moments. 

h. ACTION: To experience presence without thought, try asking yourself, 
“What is my next thought going to be?” Then, wait and watch your 
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mind. Whatever thoughts come in, do not judge them, just be an 
observer to your mind. 

 

2. The 5 Second Rule – Mel Robbins 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. SOLVES THIS PROBLEM: Procrastination 
b. Summary: The 5 Second Rule teaches how to get all your ideas out of 

your head and start actually taking action in your life. Having trouble 
getting out of bed? 5 second rule. Don’t really feel like doing your 
homework but know that you should? 5 second rule. Want to start a 
YouTube channel but you’re scared? 5 second rule. See a cute girl or guy 
on the street and want to go talk to them but you’re a little scared? 5 
second rule. This book solves all of your problems related to shyness, 
procrastination, and fear. 

c. #1 Takeaway: THE MOMENT YOU HAVE AN INSTINCT… TO 
ACT ON A GOAL… YOU MUST PUSH YOURSELF… TO MOVE 
WITHIN 5 SECONDS… 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 - Go. 

d. ACTION: What is one thing you have been putting off that you know 
you should do or that you know would have a profound positive impact 
in your life? NOW, count-down from 5, and make a physical movement 
toward doing that thing. 
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3. The Daily Stoic – Stephen Hanselman, Ryan Holiday 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

a. SOLVES THIS PROBLEM: Procrastination, laziness 
b. An interactive read unlike every other book on this list. Couple it with 

the The Daily Stoic Journal and start seeing incremental changes in your 
day to day decisions that over time will lead to a massive shift in your 
character. 

c. There are 366 takeaways… 1 for each day in the year… 
d. ACTION: Stoicism is big on journaling. Buy the 8AM journal at 

www.8amStudios.com. I personally use three types of journaling. 
i. Each morning, write down 3 things you are thankful for, 3 things 

that would make today great, and one positive affirmation. At 
night, write down 3 things that made today great, and 1 thing 
that you could work on to do better. 

ii. Stream of consciousness journaling: This should be the very first 
thing you do when you wake up… Tell me if you relate to this: 
Ever wake up, and for some reason you are thinking about a 
ridiculously random thought or situation, and cycling it through 
your brain? Sometimes it takes a while for you to realize that you 
have woken up to pointless mind chatter. Know this about 
yourself - sometimes you just wake up with bullshit on your 
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brain. So, here’s a quick exercise to clear your slate to have a day 
that is in your control, and not your wandering mind. Open up a 
blank journal page and literally just start writing. Write anything 
that comes to mind and do not filter yourself or let the pen stop 
moving. Fill up a page or two, and you will then have cleared 
your slate. Along with stream of consciousness journaling, I 
recommend trying stream of consciousness goal setting. Just start 
writing about what you want, and let your pen do the work. You 
will be amazed at what you come up with and how this makes you 
feel (energized and excited about life). Also – next time you are 
brainstorming ideas, try using stream of consciousness 
journaling. If you can’t think of 10 ideas for your paper, write 20. 
This basically means don’t filter yourself, but just keep your mind 
flowing. Sometimes it takes 15 bad ideas to strike gold. 

iii. The Daily Stoic Journal practice presents you with an aspect of 
stoic philosophy each morning to ponder, reflect on how you 
might implement it into your interactions and actions. Then at 
the end of the day, it has you reflect on the same question in 
relation to your actions throughout the day. 

 

 

4. Ego Is The Enemy – Ryan Holiday 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 
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a. SOLVES THIS PROBLEM: Procrastination 

b. Definitely one of my favorite books for pushing you into taking action 
along with keeping yourself humble as you grow. From the most famous 
and successful people in the world, rock stars, artists, sports players, and 
billionaires, to the dirt poor or even middle grounders like typical high 
school or college students, ego can get in the way and tear you down. 
Read this book to learn how the ego works and how you can beat it 
through taking action. 

c. #1 Takeaway: “The only relationship between work and chatter is that 
one kills the other.” – Ryan Holiday… I love that freakin’ sentence. 

d. #2 Takeaway: “impressing people is utterly different from being truly 
impressive” – Ryan Holiday 

e. #3 Takeaway: Always stay a student. 
f. Scroll down… next one is GOLD 

 

 

 

 

 

5. The Four Agreements – don Miguel Ruiz 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 
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a. Please buy and read this book now. 

b. If you have already read it, read it again. 

c. It’s short. 

d. It will change your life. 

e. That is all. 

f. #1 Takeaway: We’re domesticated from a young age, socially 

conditioned to have certain beliefs about the world and we 

believe there are rules we must subscribe to. 

g. The Four Agreements: 

i. Be impeccable with your word. (every word that comes out 

of your mouth and every thought you think shapes your 

reality) 

ii. Don’t take anything personally. (Don’t take criticism to 

heart. Don’t take compliments to heart.) 

iii. Don’t make assumptions. 

iv. Always do your best. 

v. The next book will make your life 10x easier 

 

6. The 80/20 Principle– Richard Koch 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

a. SOLVES THIS PROBLEM: “My f-ing life is a mess” 
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b. READ THIS BOOK DAMNIT! IT WILL MAKE LIFE SO MUCH 

EASIER FOR YOU! 

c. ACTION: Ask yourself, what 20% of things in my life lead to 80% 

or more of my happiness? Eliminate the other 80% of things that 

don’t make you happy. 

i. This can be applied to anything, not just happiness… 

ii. Ask yourself, what 20% of my friends lead to 80% of my 

happiness? Hang out with those friends more. 

iii. Ask yourself, what 20% of products in my business generate 

80% of the revenue 

 

7. Extreme Ownership – Jocko Willink 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS BOOK SOLVES: “You are a lil bit of a b*tch” 

b. Former Navy seal and total badass Jocko Willink shows you the number 
1 trait to eliminate the wussy inside you and to take control of your life. 

c. When you take extreme ownership, you thus take the blame for 
everything wrong in your life. When you accept blame, you start to take 
action. You know that old quote, “be the change you want to see in the 
world?” This book is kind of like that, but on steroids. 
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d. Filled with insane stories from Jocko, the leader of seal team 3. Ya. The 
same one from the movie American Sniper. That was his team. Badass 
mofo right here. 

 

 

8. Principles – Ray Dalio 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: “Major life decision making” 

b. Key Takeaway #1: Principles are powerful weapons in the fight against 
flawed thinking. 

c. Key Takeaway #2: The quality of our life is in large part due to the 
quality of our decisions. 

d. ACTION: Start gathering a list of the principles that matter to you that 
you begin to use as a mold for how you make decisions in your reality. 
Life and Work principles. Overtime, this list will grow and change and 
then whenever you have a decision to make, you just take a look at your 
principles to guide you! 
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9. Levels of Energy – Frederick Dodson 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

a. Extremely fascinating read about how energy works in our universe. 
b. Key Takeaway #1: Everything in our lives holds an energy frequency, 

aka a ‘vibration’, INCLUDING YOU. This book teaches you how to 
raise your vibration. 

c. Key Takeaway #2: If you are reading this right now, chances are your 
vibration is relatively high. You are taking time to imrpove yourself and 
thus the world. You already have a pretty high vibration, so this book 
will be great because it will teach you to raise your vibration even 
higher. The higher you raise your vibration, the more enjoyable and 
easy it will be to enjoy your life and live your dreams. 

d. ACTION: Take a deep breath in, and out with a sigh… note how you 
feel. You’ve just raised your vibration simply by breathing in and out! 
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10. The Art of Happiness – Dalai Lama 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

a. This is a great book for dealing with grief, loss, mourning. 
b. You might not need it now, but one day you will. 

 

 

11. The Happiness Advantage – Shawn Achor 

 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: Anxiety or depression 
b. Key Takeaway #1: Achor is a Harvard researcher who has an interesting 

take on the social conception of happiness and mental illness. He thinks 
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that the way society views “mental health” is literally backwards. If you 
struggle with negative thoughts, or are generally unhappy and not in 
control in your life, this is a great book for you. 

c. He has a dope TED talk. Enjoy it, it’s funny and enlightening. 

 

12. How to Get and Stay Motivated – Grant Cardone 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: Procrastination 
b. What the title says… Once again, Cardone is an absolute ball of energy 

and investment in this book will propel you into action. 

 

13. Be Obsessed or Be Average – Grant Cardone 

 

 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: Failure to do anything ‘impressively’ 
b. This book is a kick in the nuts. 
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c. Is laziness your problem? Let Cardone drain that mindset out of you. 

 

14. Flow: Living at the Peak of Your Abilities – Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 

 

 

 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: Failure to do anything ‘impressively’ 

b. This book is almost like a scientific case study of The Power of Now. It 
provides really cool examples of top performers from figure skaters to 
artists of any kind, and shows how to achieve the FLOW state from 
which your best and most creative and true work flows from. 
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15. Poke The Box – Seth Godin 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: “Procrastination toward your goals” 

b. Are you putting something off that you know you should do any way? 
c.  
d. Make the investment in this book and put it on your desk. Every chapter 

contains a different outlook on your personal mission and a way to 
totally crush it. 

e. I just bought this book and it is part of the reason I have decided to 
finally make this list. 
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16. The ONE Thing – Gary Keller 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. This book, (like many others on this list) contains the secret to personal 
success and ultimately productivity. It will give you the light of 
developing true passion for SOMETHING in your life and make you so 
much more a happy and successful person 

b. Cool Principle to Ponder - The Domino Effect: Have a big goal but don’t 
know where to start? Picture your big goal, for example, making 
$100,000 within the next 6 months. Well, in order to do knock down 
that big domino, you need a just a slightly smaller domino. You thus 
need to make $16,666.67 per month. The next smaller domino to knock 
down the monthly goal is to make $4,166.67 per week. The next smaller 
domino before this one is to make $595.23 (at least on average) per day. 
Now you have your stepping stone to your goal. 

c. This principle can be applied to any goal in life from money, to meeting 
and making friends, to YouTube subscribers, to school, etc. 
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LOVE AND RELATIONSHIPS 

17. How To Win Friends and Influence People – Dale Carnegie 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. This is one of the first self help books I’ve ever read and I still think 
about it to this day and refer to it from time to time. Not just because it 
has useful, practical value, but because it has great stories. 

b. One Section I Remember: Carnegie explains that if you want people to 
like you, be like a dog… Why? Think about it. Dogs are literally on this 
planet to make people happy. How do they accomplish it? They always 
greet you with excitement when you enter the room, they smile, and 
they share great energy. 
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18.  48 Laws of Power – Robert Greene 

 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. Definitely one of the most powerful and dangerous books I have read in 
the sense that the knowledge you will possess can literally be used for 
evil. I love this book because it has taught me how to recognize when 
others are trying to use laws of power and influence over me and keeps 
me on my own path. I can also use these powers lightly to increase my 
value and achieve certain positional status among my friends, fans, and 
loved ones. 

b. Favorite Laws: 
i. Use absence to increase respect and honor. 
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19.  Never Split The Difference – Chris Voss 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. a.  A Former FBI Agent teaches you how to become a master negotiator 
and to basically get anything you want and all you want in any 
negotiation you ever enter. He draws you in with intense stories about 
how he has used these negotiation techniques in hostage situations, and 
then shows you can use the basic principles in regular life. I read this 
book in audiobook form and was able to apply the techniques almost 
immediately to win a negotiation. 

b. b.  #1 Takeaway: Here is the four step process to win any negotiation 
and never lose anything on your end. 

i. Use a confident, down-tone and smile while you talk. This is a 
friend to friend interaction. 

ii. Apologize and then ask an open-ended question that gets the 
other person thinking about how they can help you. For example, 
if you are negotiating a payment for a car, and you want to pay 
$20,000 for it even though it costs $26,000, ask the dealer, “I’m 
sorry, but I just can’t afford that. How am I supposed to do 

this?” If you would like to win an argument with your friend 
about who gets to pick what movie to watch, apologize and then 
ask an open ended question. “I’m sorry, but I just don’t like 
romantic comedies. How am I supposed to enjoy this?” 
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iii. Mirror. Whatever the other person says, repeat the last 3 words 
they say in understanding. It will ease them down and show them 
that your truly listening. “I can’t give this car because manager 
says this price is firm!” Respond to this with: “price is firm…” and 
nod in understanding. The dealer will keep talking his way in 
circles trying to address your initial question. 

iv. Repeat. When there is silence, remain smiling and repeat this 
process. 

 

20. The Like Switch – Jack Schafer, Ph. D. 

 

CLICK BOOK TO BUY 

 

a. Former FBI investigator Jack Schafer, who spent decades interrogating 
terrorists trying to get information from them, understood that in order 
to get what he wanted, he first had to get the terrorist or enemy to like 
him… 

b. He teaches techniques he used to get sworn enemies to like him and 
breaks down simple principles we can apply in our daily lives. 

c. #1 Takeaway: When talking to anyone, smile, tilt your head, and lift 
your eyebrows from time to time. Smiling is a universal indicator of 
happiness and through the law of state transference (discussed in the 
book), you can get someone to like you just by smiling. 
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21. Letting Go – David R. Hawkins 

 

 

a. One of my favorite self-help books for achieving personal happiness and 
learning about the different levels of energy. This book moves you up 
the ladder from low vibration energy to high vibration energy and 
shows you what was you can be in high vibration energy, which is 
ultimately the all-encompassing vibration of love. 

b. ACTION: How To Let Go - breathe in the stress or tension from 
something that has been bothering you from within. Breathe it out. 
Your breathes should follow a slow count of 6. 
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22. Unfuck Yourself – Gary John Bishop 

 

 

 

 

a. This book is a kick in the nuts. 
b. Definitely an easy read. 
c. ACTION: No need really to buy the book… Just read this affirmations 

multiple times per day and watch your life change: 
i. I AM WILLING. 

ii. I AM WIRED TO WIN. 
iii. I GOT THIS. 
iv. I EMBRACE THE UNCERTAINTY. 
v. I AM NOT MY THOUGHTS. I AM WHAT I DO. 

vi. I AM RELENTLESS. 
vii. I EXPECT NOTHING AND ACCEPT EVERTHING. 
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23. The Way of The Superior Man – David Deida 

 

 

 

a. This book is mostly for the guys, but it’s about how to deal with women. 
Confused about why girls act a certain or get angry at you for seemingly 
no reason? Deida explains the nature of the masculine and feminine life 
force and will help you develop more beautiful relationships with the 
opposite (or same) sex. 

b. #1 Takeaway – For both men and women: Know your purpose in life. If 
you don’t know your purpose, figure it out… now. Like yes, as you are 
reading this little book summary that Arlin wrote (ya I referred to 
myself in the third person). But hey, now that I have your attention. 
Listen up. If you do not know your purpose, here’s how to figure it out – 
MEDITATE. For god’s sake, I don’t care how stupid you think it is. You 
must meditate. Read the power of now, the first book on this list. 
Meditation, living in the present moment, will help reveal the answers 
you need to live your purpose. That is all. 

c. #2 Takeaway – If you are confused about women. Here’s one way to 
look at them. Women are emotional beings. Women care about how 
they feel in the present moment. In that sense, it doesn’t matter who 
you are. This is why you will sometimes see stunning women with fat 
hairy men, or skinny nerdy looking guys. Appearances account for 10% 
of attraction. If you can make a woman feel good emotions (laughter, 
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love, desire, excitement) she will be attracted to you. Similarly, even if 
you are rich, tall, and handsome, you can still creep girls out if you make 
them feel bad (awkward, unvalued, slutty, nervous,). 

d. #3 Takeaway – Women only test what they love. She wants to be with a 
man that can handle drama and tests. If you are weak, you will not pass. 
If you react to her, she will leave you. Stay on you purpose, and you will 
pass. Play with her tests. EXAMPLE OF A TEST: She might look at you 
and say, “You’re too short for me”. On first impression, this might look 
like she’s shaming you. But here’s what she’s really saying… “HEY. I 
THINK YOU ARE COOL. YOU MIGHT BE A LITTLE SHORT, BUT 
I’M OKAY WITH THAT. BUT ONLY IF YOU ARE OKAY WITH 
THAT”. Here, she’s testing you to see if you are okay with your 
insecurities. 

 

24. Influence – Robert B. Cialdini 

 

 

 

a. a.  A must read to understand how businesses try to sell to you so that 
you can make informed decisions 

b. b.  On the flip side… for you entrepreneurs out there, this book will 
teach you the principles to make your customer move to purchase your 
product. 
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c. c.   Sales applies to real life as well. Use the principles in this book to 
influence people to your perspective or to view you as a leader or 
influential figure. 

d. d.  Cialdini’s Six Principles 
i. Social Proof – If your friends say a guy or girl is attractive, that 

guy or girl now has social proof. If your friends say a new song is 
cool, or if a song hits the top of the charts this means a lot of 
people like it. When popular people dress a certain way, it’s 
suddenly socially acceptable to dress that way because of social 
proof. We are more likely to be influenced into perceiving things 
as trustworthy or attractive if other people do. 

ii. Reciprocity – People will trust you if you do something for them 
or give them something for free. 

iii. Liking – People will trust you if they like you. 
iv. Authority – People will trust you if you have a badge or certificate 

or degree from Harvard 
v. Scarcity – People are influenced by things that are rarer. 

vi. EXAMPLE: People go crazy over yeezys because they are rare 
(Scarcity), Kanye and other celebrities and rich wear them (Social 
Proof), you might be a Kanye Fan (liking), fakes are common 
which means that the authentic have a higher perceived value 
(authority), Kanye has provided music for you that you enjoy for 
free (reciprocity), 

 

BUSINESS 

 

25. The $100 Dollar Startup – Tim Guillebeau 

 

https://amzn.to/2ZHzYVh


 

 

 

a. Tied for the best book I have read for getting your small business off the 
ground. Contains step by step directions to creating a real life, successful 
business, all the way to your first sale of a product or service that you are 
really capable of making right now.  

b. #1 Takeaway: It is possible to turn your hobby into a profession. Just 
read this book. 

c. #2 Takeaway: Action beats planning, so keep your plans simple! 
d. #3 Takeaway: Set an aggressive launch date for your product or idea, 

make it public, and stick to it no matter what. Through Parkinson’s law, 
you will finish your task according to the amount of time you give it. 
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26. Think and Grow Rich – Napolean Hill 

 

 

 

a. The most solid basis for knowledge on how to manifest success. This is a 
book that you can read over and over and over and learn something new 
every single time in particular about how to feel into reality and access 
your and the universe’s full potential. Woah. I mean, ya it sounds wild, 
but that’s the best way to describe this book. Super powerful. This book 
is not just about making money, although it can lead you to make 
millions. Its main purpose is to show you how to get rich in any area of 
life, from friends, to health and fitness, to love, etc. 

b. Teaches you how to create an effective vision and how the process 
behind it works. 

c. ACTION: Read this summary about how to create an effective goal card. 
If you don’t feel like reading that summary (it’s an amazing summary, so 
read it, but if not…) Fill in the blanks of this sentence and put it on a 
3X5 note card (a flashcard). And read it every morning when you wake 
up, and every night before you go to bed. 

i. I am so happy and grateful that by (insert date), I will have in my 
possession (insert amount), which will come to me in various 
amounts from time to time during the interim. 

ii. In return for this money I will give the most efficient service of 
which I am capable, rendering the fullest possible quantity, and 
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the best possible quality of service of (describe the service or 
merchandise you intend to offer in exchange for the money). 

iii. I believe that I will have this money in my possession. My faith is 
so strong that I can now see this money before my eyes. I can 
touch it with my hands. It is now awaiting transfer to me at the 
time, and in the proportion that I deliver the service I intend to 
render in return for it. I am awaiting plans by which to 
accumulate this money, and I will immediately follow those plans 
as they are received. 

 

27. You Are A Badass at Making Money – Jen Sincero 

 

 

a. If you consider yourself middle class or poor, chances are you have some 
unfavorable beliefs about money that are holding you back. Jen Sincero 
is a badass herself and will show you how to make money your friend. 
My favorite book for straight up learning how to make money. A must 
read. Sincero is a really great narrator so I recommend the audiobook. 
She’s funny and tells funny, memorable stories. 

b. #1 Takeaway: You probably have some crappy perceptions about 
money. “Money is the route of all evil” “you have to work hard to make 
money” Let go of all these beliefs and replace them with new beliefs. “I 
love money and money loves me” 
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i. "By embracing money and getting into the flow, you open yourself up to 

the abundance that is trying to reach you at this very moment." – You 
Are a Badass at Making Money, pg. 47 

c. #2 Takeaway: What comes out of your mouth comes into your life. A 
very similar idea to the first principle in the 4 agreements by don Miguel 
Ruiz. 

d. #3 Takeaway: Be specific about why you want money, what you will use 
it for, what you will do to make it, and when you will make it by. 

e. #4 Takeaway: IF you can’t answer these questions, learn to hit the 
“spiritual gym” as Sincero calls it. Start meditating. Meditate at least 5 
minutes a day. Your true desires that really inspire you will then surface. 

f. Action: Make a dream board by putting images that represent your goals 
on a sheet of paper. Print it out and frame it in your room or put it 
somewhere easily accessible. Daily, write out your money affirmations. 

i. “I love money because I love myself. I love money because money 
is freedom. Making money is fun and easy. I notice new streams 
of money every day. I Unexpected money is coming to me now.” 

 

 

28. Rich Dad Poor Dad – Robert T. Kiyosaki 
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a. A must read for financial literacy. Do you know what an asset is? How 
about a liability? If so, how much do you own in assets and liabilities? 
This book makes everything about money so gosh darn simple. 

b. Basic premise is that Kiyosaki grew up with his real dad who was just a 
middle class school teacher. Kiyosaki asks his dad how to get rich, and 
his dad tells him that he just honestly doesn’t know how… but if he 
wants to learn, he should as his friend mike’s dad who is an 
entrepreneur. Determined, Kiyosaki learns how to get rich from his 
friends Dad, who challenges him and puts him through real world life 
lessons that ultimately lead Kiyosaki to become a multi-millionaire. 

c. Don’t be fooled by the somewhat boring looking book cover. This book 
is gold. 

d. #1 Takeaway: Social conditioning makes us think there is only one way 
to make money. Go to school and get a job. You can break out of this 
mold. 

 

29. The Richest Man in Babylon 

 

 

a. #1 Takeaway: Figure out how to make your money work for you, don’t 
work for your money. 
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30. Crossing The Chasm – Geofrrey A. Moore 

 

a. Most businesses do not cross the chasm, meaning, they sell only to their 
local true fans, but no one beyond. This makes their impact very limited. 

b. There are certain things you can do to ‘cross the chasm’ into the wider 
market. 

c.  How to not only get your true fans to buy your product, but to get your 
true fans to share your product so that friends of friends of friends are 
buying your product. This is called crossing the chasm. 

 

31. Blue Ocean Strategy – Jagmohan Ruju 
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a. PROBLEM THIS SOLVES: Starting a commodity of a business in a 

saturday market, failing to create anything original 

b. If you want to start a business, you have to pick a niche. This book is all 
about positioning your business in a small pond with no fish in it, rather 
than in a big ocean polluted with tons of other big fish searching for the 
same prey (customers). 

c. ACTION: if you’re interested in starting a business, you should probably 
just buy the book. Click the link. 

 

 

32. Sell Or Be Sold – Grant Cardone 

 

 

a. #1 Takeaway: selling is 80% relationship and 20% about the product 
itself 

b. #2 Takeaway: When negotiating or selling or arguing, always agree 
with the other person… If someone tells you your product is too 
expensive, say “yes, you’re totally right. I agree with you!” Then proceed 
to expand on your argument. This principle applies to every negotiation 
or argument you enter in life. Agree with your opposition’s points, then 
they can’t get angry. Remember, winning negotiations and arguments is 
all about developing a personal connection. 
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c. Grant Cardone is a ball of energy. I recommend getting Cardone books 
on audio because his voice presence is extremely energizing and 
motivating. You’ll see what I mean when you get this book. 

 

33.The Storyteller’s Secret – Carmine Gallo 

 

 

a. Storytelling is the route of human connection. 
b. Ever tell a story to a group of people, only to lose half your audience’s 

attention or get a confused look by your lack of a resolution? This book 
will teach you how to construct an entertaining narrative. 

 

34. The Lean Startup - Eric Reis 
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a. A must read for you entrepreneurs out there. The basic takeaway is that 
you must not be afraid to fail. Do not be stifled by perfection. Take lots 
of actions, and pivot… a lot. 

 

35.Charlie Munger: The Complete Investor – Tren Griffen 

 

 

 

a. Charlie Munger - “To get what you want, you have to deserve what you 
want” 

b. Watch Charlie Munger’s speech on YouTube 
c. Charlie is often referred to as the man with all the answers – the wisest 

man alive. Learn from him. 
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36. The Greatest Minds and Ideas of All Time – Will Durant 

 

a. Includes a summary of the ideas of the 10 greatest thinkers of all time, 
10 greatest poets of all time, 100 greatest books for an education, and 
most important dates in history and what they mean. 

b. This is a book that will make you wise. 

 

37. A New Earth – Eckhart Tolle 

 

 

a. A book that will lead you on a journey out of your thoughts and into the 
present moment. Reading this book will push you to appreciate the sky 
at night, the grass in your yard, the traffic, even the annoying buzz of 
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the microwave, or your annoying neighbors. One of those books where 
you will just sit back and be like man, life is just beautiful. 

 

38. The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success – Deepok Chopra 

 

 

 

a. A super simple short book that will lead you toward becoming more 
mindfully aware, and more spiritually sound. 

b.  This book really persuaded me to start meditating more and this shift 
has had a profound impact on my life. 

c. I’d say it’s a must read because it only takes an hour or 2 to read at 2X 
speed on audible. 

d. The Seven Laws: 
i. ACTION * The Law of Pure potentiality – Take time to be silent 

and witness the intelligence within every living thing. 
ii. ACTION * The Law of Giving – Today, give every person you 

meet a gift: a compliment or a flower. Be grateful when you 
receive a gift. 

iii. The Law of Karma - Every action generates a force of energy that 
returns to us in the like kind. IF we choose actions that bring 
happiness and success to others, it will then return to you. 
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iv. The Law of Least Effort – Accept yourself, accept others for who 
they are. Relinquish the need to give your point of view. 

v. ACTION * The Law of Intention and Desire – Make a list of 
desires and carry this list wherever you go. Look at this list before 
you go into silence and meditation. Look at this list before you go 
to sleep at night. Look at it when you wake up in the morning. 

vi. The Law of Detachment – Allow yourself to be who you are. Do 
not force situations, just allow sollutions to spontaneously emerge 

vii. ACTION: The Law of Darma – Seek your higher self. Discover 
your unique talents. Make a list of your unique talents and how 
much you enjoy doing them. Ask yourself daily, “How can I serve 
humanity?” 

 

39. The Last Lecture – Jeffrey Zaslow, Randy Pausch 

 

 

a. A tear jerker memoir of the life lessons that the author, Randy Pausch, 
learned about his own life through being diagnosed with pancreatic 
cancer. This book will teach you to truly value the life you have, to take 
risks, and to express yourself in full. 
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40. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People – Stephen Covey 

 

a. I slept on this book for a while, but was so heavily impacted it when I 
finally read it that I bought it in print and in audio lol. 

b. #1 Takeaway - Do The Funeral Test… Sounds bleak I know. It kinda is, 
but it will change your life a ton… Here’s how it works. Picture you’re at 
a funeral. You see everyone you’ve ever known throughout your whole 
life. Everyone is crying. Mom, Dad, your best friend from middle school, 
cousins, aunts, and uncles. You walk down the line of people, and peer 
inside the coffin and see… yourself. Intense right? Okay now, people are 
going up to the stand and saying things about you. What do you want 
them to say? What notable achievements do you want them to point 
out? What did you leave behind? Use these answers by writing them 
down and referring to this list every day. Refer to it before meditation. 
Refer to it before you wake up out of bed. Refer to it 

 

41. 101 Crucial Lessons They Don’t Teach You In Business School 
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a. Learn how to get a meeting with literally anyone. Yes anyone. Even like, 
Bill Gates or Rhianna. 

b. Quick read. Essential for moving up in the business world. 

 

42. Free Will – Sam Harris 

 

 

a. This book is kind of scary lol. 
b. Do humans have Free Will? Well, we must… right? I mean, you chose 

to download this PDF, didn’t you? Well, what if I told you that scientists 
could hook up a machine to your brain, and know that you were going 
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to download this PDF before you were even aware that you were going 
to do it… Think about that for a second. 

c. Read this book to question everything you think you know! Lol. Sorry 
to scare ya. 

 

43. The Subtle Art of Not Giving A Fuck – Mark Manson 

 

 

a. This book sounds kinda elementary doesn’t it. Perhaps a little too 
playful? But it’s sooo so powerful. 

b. Bear with me for a second as I explain inner intent versus outer intent 
and how it relates to not giving a fuck! 

c. See there’s two types of intents out there that relate to the Law of 
Attraction. There is inner intent and outer intent. Inner intent is in your 
control and, well, comes from within. The Law of Attraction works 
with inner intent through your actions. So, if you want to get up and 
talk to a cute guy/girl, expressing inner intent would mean you 
physically moving toward that person and actually saying hi (inner 
intent is performed through action, not just thinking). Inner intent is 
obstructed by thinking. You can probably relate. Ever see that cute 
girl/guy, and almost go talk to them but then get in your own head with 
thoughts like, “oh they must be busy” or “oh they’re out of my league”. 
These thoughts obstruct inner intent, and the only way to attract that 
person into your reality is to take physical action. 
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d. Outer intent is what allows  you to get that cute guy/girl to come talk to 
you… It’s also what allows Tibetan Buddhists to levitate… Wut… 
Basically, outer intent is wanting something to happen, but not caring 
whether it happens or not. Ever really have a crush on someone, but 
they never gave you any attention so you, over time, forget about them 
and move on? But then one day maybe a few months after your 
obsession with this person is over, they text you to hangout out of the 
blue? This is the power of outer intent. Not giving a fuck helps you to 
access outer intent. But it is hard than it seems. You know this because 
you know how hard it is to let go of the outcome of what you want. It 
requires being intensely present to the moment so that your thoughts do 
not carry a single micro-ounce of neediness. This book will show you 
how to do all of this. Well, maybe not levitate, but at least detach 
yourself form your desires 

 

44. Mastery - Robert Greene 

 

 

 

a. Ever heard that it takes 10,000 hours to achieve mastery? 
b. Greene, (same author who writes 48 laws of power) shows you how to 

be total master of something, which ultimately, will lead you to 
achieving everything else you want in life. 
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45. The Thank You Economy – Gary Vaynerchuk 

 

 

a. Gary Vee is a boss. I actually haven’t read this book but I heard it’s great. 
The basic principle is that the more you give, the more you receive. 
Figure out how you can give in every single interaction. 

 

46. The 4 Hour Work Week – Timothy Ferriss 

 

 

a. ONE OF MY MOST FAVORITE BOOKS EVER AHHH!!!! 
b. I just freaking love Tim Ferriss. He’s such a baller. 
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c. This book will change your view of the 9-5 and show you that financial 
security is literally so much easier than you could ever imagine (and 
fun). 

d. Such a good f-ing book. Just get it. 

 

47.  Tools of Titans – Timothy Ferriss 

 

 

a. Another masterpiece by one of the best entrepreneurial minds of our 
time. He has a dope podcast that you should totally checkout -it’s one of 
the only podcasts I listen to. 

b. On his podcast, Tim has on some of the most interesting performers of 
our time and he asks them questions about their success so that you can 
just take nuggets and apply them to your life as well. 

c. The book is divided into Health, Wealth, and Happiness. 
d. My Favorite Section of the book however is not about the mentors. It’s a 

cutaway section called “1,000 True Fans” and it’s a short article that has 
had a profound impact on my life. The basic premise. If you love 
something, whether it be art, music, engineering, video editing, etc., all 
you need is 1,000 true fans to make a living. A true fan is defined by 
someone that will spend $100 on you per year. A true fan will buy your 
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CD even if you have free music on sound cloud, or wait 10 hours in the 
rain to be front row at your performance. A true fan will buy all of your 
new merch. There is a stigma that you have to have hundreds of 
thousands of followers to make a living doing what you love, but the 
truth is that you only need 1,000. Beautiful eh? 

 

48. When I Stop Talking, You’ll Know I’m Dead – Jerry Weintraub 

 

 

a. Jerry Weintraub is perhaps the greatest talent manager of all time. He 
managed Elvis, Sinatra, Bob Dylan, Neil Diamond, and many more. 

b. Autobiography told through short stories that teach extremely valuable 
life lessons that you can break down into principles of success and act on 
right now. 

c. Great bedside read! 
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49. Choose Yourself – James Altucher 

 

a. Key Takeaway #1: We think we only have 1 body, but really we have 
4… We have our physical body yes… but we also have your emotional 
body, our spiritual body, abd our mental body. If we want to be 
healthier, happier, and more successful in our life, we have to nurture all 
three of our bodies EVERY SINGLE DAY.  

b. Physical Body 
i. 1. Put good stuff in (eat healthy food, not sugar) 

ii. 2. Sleep 
iii. 3. Exercise 

c. Emotional Body 
i. 1. Be aware you have an emotional body 

ii. 2. Be only around positive people. Avoid people who constantly 
bring you down. Put a quota on how much you stress about 
others. Do not engage! 

iii. 3. Speak half as much as you listen 
d. Mental Body 

i. Less thinking = More happy 
ii. Happy is no thinking 

1. 1. Come up with 10+ ideas a day of stuff 
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2. 2. Make brain sweat so its difficult 
e. Spiritual Body 

i. 1. Surrender. 
ii. 2. Look at roof tops of buildings when walking in the city 

iii. 3. Give up 
f. ACTION: Make a note in your phone, add your top action items from 

this list and Do something from the list every single day. Make this 
screenshot the background of your phone. 

i. 1. Sleep 8 hours 
ii. 2. Eat 2 meals instead of 3 

iii. 3. No junk 
iv. 4. No complaining a whole day 
v. 5. No gossip 

vi. 6. Express thanks to a friend 
vii. 7. Write a list of ideas 

viii. 8. Read a spiritual text 
ix. 9. Say “im going to save a life today” and do it 
x. 10. Surprise someone 

xi. 11. Make a list of 10 people you are grateful for 
xii. 12. Forgive someone. 

xiii. 13. Make a list of 10 video ideas 
xiv. 14. Tell someone everyday you love them 
xv. 15. Read a chapter on someone who is an inspirstion to you 

xvi. 16. Make plans to spend time with a friend 
xvii. 17. Deep breathing, as slowly as you can 

xviii. 18. Share something high vibration on sm 
xix. 19. Take the stairs 
xx. 20. Return a text from 5 years ago 

xxi. 21. Take up a hobby 
xxii. 22. Watch a funny movie 

 



xxiii. 23. Write down your entire schedule and cross off one thing not 
to do anymore 

 

50. Contagious – Jonah Berger 

 

 

a. How do ideas catch on? 
b. The six principles are as follows 

i. Social Currency: Think about your product or idea… how does it 
make people feel to talk about it with their friends? Aim to make 
people feel like an insider. Many of the most contagious ideas are 
popular because people like to feel cool, and they feel cool when 
they are ‘in the know’. Kanye West does a great job using social 
currency with the way he releases new Yeezys. People feel cool 
talking about the newest yeezy drop! 

ii. Triggers: Is your idea attached to something that pops up again 
and again? Watch the 2018 super bowl tide commercial. For the 
next week or perhaps even longer, every commercial you saw 
could have been a tide advertisement. Another example is my 
brand, 8AM. Every day when you look at your clock, 8AM is a 
time that passes. Gotchya ;) 
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iii. Emotion: Your product or idea should evoke some type of 
emotion because people share things that make them feel a 
certain way. Ever watch a funny video and share it with your 
friend? People connect through sharing emotions. 

iv. Public: Make your product more visible in the public sphere, that 
is, post about it maybe across all social media platforms, make 
fliers. Basic principle but also very effective. 

v. Practical Value: How is your product or idea actually useful? 
People share and talk about things that have helped them. 

vi. Stories: Everything is wrapped in stories. How can you 
communicate your product or idea through a story? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



51. DotComSecrets – Russell Brunson 

 

a. For those advanced readers interested in Ecommerce, this book is for 
you. It’s extremely powerful, but also filled with great stories that 
entertain. This book is one of the main reasons I made this PDF for you. 

b. What’s a funnel? A funnel is an online web page that uses a value ladder 
to sell people a certain product. Example: Ever go to the dentist for a 
complimentary teeth cleaning? (or have you ever been offered anything 
for free? Free samples at the mall?) After you get something for free, 
through what is called the law of reciprocity, you feel like you want to 
give something back! So, when the dentist says hmm, looks here like 
your teeth are a bit crooked, would you like me to schedule an 
appointment to get you some braces? You feel a lot more comfortable 
saying yes because they’ve already given you a free teeth cleaning. 
Similarly, whne you get a free sample of orange chicken at the mall, it 
makes you want to get a full plate! 

c.  Takeaway: You are just one funnel away from financial freedom. 
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52. Expert Secrets – Russell Brunson 

 

 

a. Related to Expert Secrets. 
b. Are you good at anything? Great. You are in a position to become 

financially free. This book will show you how to take your skill (even if 
you are just average) and turn yourself into a financially free person so 
that you can go all in on your skill and ultimately become an expert. 
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53.Made in America – Sam Walton 

 

a. Sam Walton (founder of Walmart) is one of the most successful 
business men in the world. On his death bed, he wrote a book. The book 
costs $5. How come this book isn’t mandatory at every single business 
school? He literally shows you the path to success. 

b. Takeway: If you want to be rich, value the dollar. How you treat even 
the smallest amount of money will deterimine your financial future. 

 

54. Mastermind: How To Think Like Sherlock Holmes – Maria Konnikova 
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a. Takeaway: Observe reality using all your senses and open up a whole 
new world. As you are reading this, notice how your hands feel. What 
colors do you see? What do you smell? What is the taste in your mouth 
like? The more you observe using all your senses, the more present to 
the moment you will become, and the more you will access the full 
potential of your brain. 

 

55.The War of Art: Break Through the Blocks and Win Your Inner Creative 
Battles – Steven Pressfield 

 

 

a. Writer’s Block? Want to start a YouTube channel or Business but can’t 
figure out where to start? Read this short book. Put it on your desk. 
Refer to it whenever you feel in a rut, or ‘stuck’. 
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56. Life Mastery – Quazi Johir 

 

 

a. An eclectic description of the most powerful philosophies to living the 
life you dream of. Johir is a master of making the complicated 
philosophies layed out in the Kybalion, The Power of Now, and 
Transurfing Reality, into a book you can read in one day. This book will 
profoundly impact your life. 

b. Favorite Quotes 
i. If I get it, that’s amazing. If I don’t, my life is already amazing. 

ii. The more and more you desire something, the deeper your desire 
goes, the more you establish that you don’t have the thing that 
you want, the further you get from what it feels like to own it. 

iii. Unconditional love seeks no energy source. 
iv. Inner Intent: Think about it this way, you want to get the 

newspaper, so you place one foot in front of the other, go outside 
and grab the newspaper. There is very little desire involved. 
Instead of longing for the newspaper, you merely go out and get 
it. 

v. Outer Intent: This is the force that helped the Egyptians build the 
pyramids or higher consciousness monks use to levitate. Outer 
Intention is the most powerful form of intention, yet we cannot 
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control it, thus it’s termed “outer”. In short, it’s wanting but being 
okay with not getting it. 

vi. Next time you visualize, imagine you have already accomplished 
the feat first, and feel the emotions that follow. Open your eyes 
and bring these emotions to reality. 

vii. The healthy attitude is to appreciate the thing that you have, and 
show gratitude towards it when you get it. It is yours now, but 
not forever, enjoy it now that it lasts. 

viii. You do not NEED anything, you simply want it because you 
would like to appreciate it for the temporary period that you may 
have it in your possession. 

c. #2 Takeaway: Read and practice Quazi’s Harmonizing the Heart 
Exercise. Life Changing. 

 

57. Start With Why – Simon Sinek 

 

a. This book shows you how to communicate with people about yourself. 
It shows you how the most successful businesses, like apple, operate by 
‘starting with why’ 
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b. What this means: Starting with Why means starting with the belief 
about your vision. For example, Apple doesn’t communicate to 
consumers like this: 

i. WHAT THEY SELL: We make computers. Buy one! 
ii. HOW THEY MAKE OUR COMPUTERS: We make our 

products with pristine materials and elegant design. Wanna buy 
one now? 

iii. WHY THEY MAKE COMPUTERS: We believe in technological 
innovation. 

c. How freaking boring and uninspiring is that? Well guess what, that’s 
how most businesses (and people) operate. “Here’s my product, buy it 
please! No? Okay… but like, we use organic ingredients and shit!!! Still 
don’t want to buy it? Ah rats… Why do I even doe this???” 

d. HERE’S HOW APPLE REALLY COMMUNICATES: 
i. WHY: We believe in technological innovation. We believe in 

empowering the individual to pursue creative endeavors to create 
a better world. 

ii. How: We craft our products with the most pristine materials and 
elegantly craft them to make beautifully products you will love. 

iii. What: We sell computers. Oh, wanna buy one? 
e. Do you see how starting with Why leads to a much more inspiring 

message? That’s beause Why is connected to emotion, and if you’re 
reading this document chronologically, you know that emotion is how 
people connect. Connecting through conveying emotion is a common 
theme in this book. You’d think that more people and products would 
do it if It’s the key to success. The issue is, it’s FREAKING HARD to 
figure out what your why is!!! Most people really don’t know! 

f. Action Step: What’s your why? What’s your mission? What are your 
beliefs? 

i. Pro Tip: Look back on your life and think of times when you 
focused on something for so long that you forgot to eat. Maybe 
you can think of a few different things. For me, it was building 

 



legos as a kid, practicing and perfecting the skills for different 
sports, and video editing. My Why is constant improvement, and 
my inspiration comes from my innate habit of constantly 
improving things, whether it be myself or the people around me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

58. Mindset: The New Psychology of Success – Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D 

 

 

a. A great read for beginners! Learn to cultivate the mindset that all people 
have who achieve success. 

b. #1 Takeaway: Focus on learning over achievement 
c. #2 Takeway: Do you think you just aren’t the type of person who can do 

big things…? Guess what. You can change. You can change and it starts 
from you mindset. You can be anything. 

d. #3 Takeaway: Physical and Artistic abilities can be developed far greater 
than what you were born with? Have you ever said “I can’t”? That’s no 
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longer an excuse ya bish. Dweck as a PhD in this shiz and has proved 
that even the most sorry sacks can change their mindset and become 
motivated power houses that achieve greatness. 

e. #4 Takeaway: Maybe you aren’t a sorry sack, and you’re like me in the 
sense that you have self esteem and are motivated. This book can help 
you to impact the sorry sacks and figure out how to positively change 
them. 

 

 

 

59. Jab Jab Jab Right Hook: How to Tell Your Story in a Noisy Social Media World 
– Gary Vaynerchuk 

 

 

a. #1 Takeaway: Provide 10X more value than what you ask for. Make 10 
Videos before you ask someone to like the video 

b. #2 Takeaway: Think of social media like boxing. A boxer doesn’t go in 
throw one jab and then right hook after right hook. The boxer throws at 
least 3 left jabs, and then an occasional right hook. (Jab = providing 
value in the way of stories, cool pictures, or evoking emotion through 
surprise, humor, etc.) 
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60. The 10X Rule – Grant Cardone 

 

 

a.  #1 Takeaway: Consider the following two goals: 
i. Your goal is to make $10,000 in the next 6 months. 

ii. Your goal is to make $100,000 in the next 6 months. 
iii. It’s likely that you’ll come up short on one of these goals… Which 

one would you rather come up short on? 
b. Perhaps Cardone’s best book (personal opinion) 
c. Having massive goals leads to massive action. Whatever your goal is, 

experiment by multiplying it by 10, and see the impact it has on your 
life. 

 

61. The Irresistible Offer – Stephen Prothero 

 

 

https://amzn.to/2ZAYlI9
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a. Learn how to create an irresistible offer for your product. 
b. Example: Dominos - Pizza delivered to you in 30 minutes or less or it’s 

free. 
i. The offer must have credibility, be valuable, and answer the four 

questions - What is it, how much, why should I believe you, 
what’s in it for me? 

ii. Domino’s offeri s fantastic because it answers all for in a short, 
zingy sentence… 

1. What is it? Pizza 

2. How much? Who cares… might be free! 

3. Why should I believe you? Well you’re making a 

promise and if you don’t keep it, they’ll probably go 

out of business. 

4. What’s in it for me? I’m hungry, make me not hungry! 

iii. When you create your product or service, make sure you can 
answer these four questions and test out which sentence your 
customers respond best to! 

 

62. The Tipping Point – Malcom Gladwell 

 

 

a. Takeaways: Similar to ‘Contagious’, Gladwell tells you the tipping point 
required for something to go viral. Once an idea reaches the tipping 
point, it spreads like fire. There are different types of people that help an 
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idea spread. For an idea to go viral, it must have a sticking point. How to 
create stickiness: Make something so memorable that people are 
influenced to take action. 

 

63. The Power of Habit – Charles Duhigg 

 

 

a. #1 Takeaway: Humans are creatures of habit. Everything we do is based 
on habits. Habits are broken down into the simple formula of Cue – 
Routine – Reward. 

b. Example: 
i. You look in the mirror, your teeth are bit yellow and have food in 

between them (CUE) 
ii. You brush your teeth (Routine) 

iii. Your teeth are now pearly white and clean! You look and feel 
attractive and confident! (Reward) 
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64. The Moral Landscape: How Science can Determine Values – Sam Harris 

 

 

a. #1 Takeaway: What if morality were a question of human suffering. 
Could we then determine that certain traditional practices are actually 
immoral even though millions of people subscribe the belief system? 

 

65. Transurfing Reality – Vadim Zeland 
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a. Read only if you have read The Secret, The Law of Attraction, The Kybalion, 
or are well versed in the law of attraction. 

b. #1 Takeaway: We don’t have to “manifest” or “attract” anything… We 
can simply choose our reality. 

c. #2 Takeaway: reality is like a film strip. Humans perceive life in a linear 
fassion, viewing one strip at a time. From the perspective of the all or 
God or divine oneness, all of the film strips are layed out. Thus, the 
illusion makes it seem out of our control to connect, but we can feel our 
way into the reality we desire. 

d. #3 Takeaway: Pendulums are mass movements that consume people. 
Read the book to learn more. 

 

66. I Will Teach You To Be Rich – Ramit Sethi 

 

a. Learn how to invest your money and be a financially responsible adult. 
Pretty much everything they didn’t teach you in school. 
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67. The Virgin Way: Everything I Know About Leadership – Richard Branson 

 

a. #1 Takeaway: Try everything once. 
b. #2 Takeaway: Listen more than you speak. 

 

68. Way of the Wolf – Jordan Belfort 

 

 

a. The Wolf of Wall Street teaches you everything he knows about 
persuasion. 

 

69. Rise and Grind – Daymond John 
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a. #1 Takeaway: Write down 10 goals with a 6 month end date. Review 
these goals first thing when you wake up and before you go to bed. 
Monitor your progress weekly and reset your goals every 6 months. 

 

 

 

70. Crushing It: How Great Entrepreneurs Build Their Business And Influence 
and How You Can Too – Gary Vaynerchuk 

 

 

a. Another Vaynerchuk gem for modern times. If you are interested in 
becoming an influencer, or growing your business through social media, 
you must go to the book store and poke your head around the chapters 
here. 
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71. Elon Musk – Ashlee Vance 

 

 

a. Learn about the lifestyle that has produced one of our generations most 
innovative and brilliant minds. 

b. Fun Elon Fact: Elon Read the entire encyclopedia, along with every 
single book in his local library before the age of twelve. 

 

72. The Law of Attraction – Esther and Jerry Hicks 

 

 

a. Perhaps one of the more woo-woo books on this list 
b. #1 Takeaway – You are a creator; you create with your every thought. 
c. #2 Takeaway – Anything that you imagine is yours to be or do or have 
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d. #3 Takeaway - As you are choosing your thoughts, your emotions are 
guiding you. 

 

73. The Secret – Rhonda Byrne 

 

a. This book is pretty wild and out there, but filled with truth. It’s so much 
fun to read and experiment with as you read. It will probably change the 
way you view your current position in life as well as everyone else. You 
will see that the people that know and use the secret are some of the 
most famous and successful people in the world. 

 

74. The Kybalion – The Three Initiates 
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a. Read this book after you read The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle and 
The Secret. It is one of the ultimate sources for knowledge of 
manifestation. It is where I derived the “Be at the Cause” axiom that I 
put on my merch. 

b. It provides a deeply thorough  depiction of the workings the All, the 
mind in relation to the All, cause and effect, vibrations and energy, and 
ultimately how to manifest things with just your thoughts. Perhaps one 
of the most advanced books on this list. 

c. #1 Takeaway: Everything has a vibration. Connect yourself to the 
vibration of that which you want by connecting to the emotion of what 
it would feeling like if you actually already ahd that thing in order to 
attract the thing to you. 

d. #2 Takeaway: Be proactive, do not react. Be at the cause, not the effect. 

 

 Fiction 

75. The Fountainhead – Ayn Rand 

 

 

a. The Fountainhead is life changing. Reading the climax is like literary 
cocaine. 

 

https://amzn.to/2ZIqngC
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b. The Fountainhead is cited by many extremely famous and wealthy 
people as their favorite book. 

c. My favorite fiction book. 
d. Extremely motivating. 
e. Controversial philosophy will challenge you to reconsider your beliefs 

about basic life principles. 
f. Is being selfish actually a good thing? 

 

76. Atlas Shrugged – Ayn Rand 

 

 

a. A riveting fiction tale about the ideal man. Marc Cuban’s favorite book. 
(Marc Cuban is a multi-billionaire) 
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77. The Alchemist – Paulo Coehlo 

 

 

a. A book that will dazzle you and make you feel like a kid again and 
believe that anything is possible. Sounds cheesy, but it’s just so true. 

b. Many of the most successful people in the world cite the Alchemist as 
one of their favorite books. 

c. #1 Takeaway: When a person really desires something, all the 

universe conspires to help that person to realize his dream. 

d. ACTION 2: Write this quote above on a sticky note and put it 

somewhre you will see often. 
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BODY 

78. Mind Gym: An Athlete’s Guide to Inner Excellence – Gary Mack, David 
Casstevens 

 

 

 

a. This book was recommended to me by my friend who plays on the 
Brown University D1 Hockey team. His coach had assigned the entire 
team to read this book and do the exercises. This book was a required 
read for the Harvard Men’s Hockey team that went to the national 
championship in 2017. 

b. I read this book and went from playing 3rd line with no goals on my 
hockey team, to first line, first power play, and a point leader. Although 
my hockey and sports career is over, this book can teach you a lot about 
the law of attraction and visualization to achieve anything you might 
want in life. 

c. It is filled with anecdotes from some of the most successful athletes and 
shows how they use the law of attraction and mind training exercises 
that are described in this book to become hall of famers in their sport 
from NHL players, to Golfers, to soccer players, etc. 

d. ACTION: If you are an athlete, start picturing yourself scoring goals 
before bed. Imagine how it would feel to celebrate into the stands. Draw 
pictures of yourself scoring goals. 
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79. The 4 Hour Body – Timothy Ferriss 

 

 

 

 

a. Want to get in shape but hate the gym? This book will change that. 
b. #1 Takeaway: You don’t need to go to the gym 5 days a week to get a 6 

pack or lose weight. 2 or 3 days a week will do. Tim shows you the most 
effective exercises and diet to achieve the body and fitness level you 
want. 

c. There’s also sex tips in this book. Ya. 
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80.  Autobiography of a Yogi - Paramahansa Yogananda 

 

a. I include this book here and last because it will influence you to start 
getting into Yoga, and Yoga will change your life more than perhaps any 
piece of knowledge from all the books in this entire list - combined. 

 

 

www.MaxiMindset.com 
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